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Chinese painting is a unique form of artistic expression. It emphasizes the concern 
on life in the universe and the integration of everything. Line shape as the main 
modeling tools, to combine the time and space, so that will create a rhythm and 
musical art space. 
This article will refer the actuality of beauty rhythm missing in the creation of 
Chinese painting, explaining the importance and existing of beauty rhythm. Also it 
ascertains the origin of rhythm from aesthetic sense, and analyses the expression 
of rhythm depending on lines ink and space. Considering the works together, First 
study the phonology's representation in the Chinese painting. And as a modern artist, 
appreciate the phonology which is included in the Painting. Finally mentioning about 
the attention paid on the phonology in the life, Depending on your creative experience 
and feeling, study the searching for the phonology in the painting and summarize the 
ideas. 
For the nowadays painting creation, over relying on the material, technique, and 
blindly westernization all should be avoided, as well as neglecting the nature of the 
object and the rhythm of the painting itself. Or the creation is tending to be superficial 
and plain. So, based on the deep understanding to the traditional rhythm theory, this 
paper will focus on the innovation to the modern rhythm theory to make a better art 
work. But pays attention to the natural life, experiences the nature living, and leads 
this life's rhythm and the gradus to the creation, then extracts and the refinement, 
excavates and displays gradus which belongs to our time vision characteristic, is a 
general orientation that the modern Chinese painting creation needs to insist, is also 
the important content that I discuss in my specialty. 
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第一章  音韵美的客观存在 



















图1 《双禽图》 明末清初 八大山人
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图 2 《作品 VIII 号》俄国 瓦西里·康定斯基   
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图 4 《墨兰图》 南宋  赵孟坚  
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图 5 《八十七神仙图》 宋代临本 唐代 吴道子  
 

































图 6《梅花册》清代 汪士慎                 图 7 《蜀中山水》现代 黄宾虹                
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